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NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 2 014

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 26 November at 19h15.
Programme:
•
•
•
•
•

Beginner’s Corner:.”What is a year?” by Michael Poll.*
What’s Up? by Percy Jacobs.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “The star of Bethlehem” by Prof André Buys,
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

The chairperson at the meeting will be Danie Barnardo.
* See page 5 for a summary of his talk.

Friday 21 November from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 22nd October 2014
by Percy Jacobs
Visitors & members were welcomed to our monthly meeting. We had in attendance
2 visitors and 22 members.
The meeting commenced with a report back on the October Observing Challenge,
“Comet Siding Spring”, which passed Mars on the 19th Oct. The winners of the challenge
was Michael Moller & Neville Young. They also submitted a video clip, produced from multiple single frames, of the comet passing Mars. Observations were also received from Percy
Jacobs. Nigel Rotherham tried, but was not successful. See picture below, submitted by Michael & Neville.
Pat Kühn then presented, “A Short Focus Refractor Utilizing a Camera Lens” for the
Beginners Corner. See photo below of Pat’s setup. A nice small travel package. Simply put,
Pat took a 200mm / F2.8 Cannon DSLR Lens, and converted this into a 72mm aperture,
F6, 460mm FL, telescope.
After this, Johan Smit presented “What’s Up for November. We trust that members
noted what Johan suggested and went outside to observe in the month of November.
Our main speaker for the evening was well known Amateur Astronomer, Andy Overbeeck, son of renowned Amateur Astronomer, Danie Overbeek. Andy presented, “Who Discovered Longitude at Sea?”. Was it John Harrison, with his H4 Chronometer or the people
who led with the Lunar Table method which was driven by Nevil Maskelyne using the Lunar
Tables of Tobias Mayer. A simple and enjoyable way to explain this, is to watch the film
“Longitude” available on You Tube.
Since the Earth rotates at a steady rate of 360° per day, or 15° per hour (in mean solar time), there is a direct relationship between time and longitude. If the navigator knew the
time at a fixed reference point when some event occurred at the ship'
s location, the difference between the reference time and the apparent local time would give the ship'
s position
relative to the fixed location. Finding apparent local time is relatively easy. The problem, ultimately, was how to determine the time at a distant reference point while on a ship.
Errors in navigation resulted in shipwrecks. Motivated by a number of maritime disasters attributable to serious errors in reckoning position at sea, particularly such spectacular disasters as the Scilly naval disaster of 1707, which took Admiral Sir Cloudesley Shovell
and his fleet, the British government established the Board of Longitude in 1714:
"The Discovery of the Longitude is of such Consequence to Great Britain for the safety of
the Navy and Merchant Ships as well as for the improvement of Trade that for want thereof
many Ships have been retarded in their voyages, and many lost..." [and there will be a Longitude Prize] "for such person or persons as shall discover the Longitude."
The prizes were to be awarded for the discovery and demonstration of a practical
method for determining the longitude of a ship at sea. Prizes were offered in graduated
amounts for solutions of increasing accuracy. These prizes, worth the equivalent of millions
of pounds in today'
s currency, motivated many to search for a solution.
After many years and trials, Harrison produced H-4, which did get its sea trial and
satisfied all the requirements for the Longitude Prize. However, he was not awarded the
prize and was forced to fight for his reward. Many years later the British Parliament rewarded John Harrison for his marine chronometer in 1773, his chronometers were not to
become standard. Chronometers were suitable for general nautical use by the end of the
18th century. However, they remained very expensive and the lunar distance method continued to be used for some decades.
The lunar distance method was initially labour-intensive because of the timeconsuming complexity of the calculations for the Moon'
s position. Early trials of the method
could involve four hours of effort. However, the publication of the Nautical Almanac starting
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in 1767 provided tables of pre-calculated distances of the Moon from various celestial objects at three-hour intervals for every day of the year, making the process practical by reducing the time for calculations to less than 30 minutes and as little as ten minutes with
some efficient tabular methods. Lunar distances were widely used at sea from 1767 to
about 1850.
Between 1800 and 1850 (earlier in British and French navigation practice, later in American, Russian, and other maritime countries), affordable, reliable marine chronometers became available, replacing the method of lunars as soon as they reached the market in large
numbers. It became possible to buy two or more relatively inexpensive chronometers, serving as checks on each other (redundancy), rather than acquiring a single (and expensive)
sextant of sufficient quality for lunar distance navigation.
The evening closed with members socializing over a cup of tea or coffee.
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Now in cinemas: “Interstellar.” A science fiction film about a former NASA
pilot who travels far into space in search of a new world for humanity, on the
brink of extinction.

The winners of the October Observing Challenge were
Michael Moller & Neville Young.

Images and video clips
Jeff Wayne meets heat ray. Musician Jeff Wayne, composer of the classic album version
of The War of the Worlds, encountering a real-life equivalent of a heat-ray generator during
a tour of ESA’s technical heart. http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/10/
Jeff_Wayne_behind_solar_simulator
NASA premieres ‘Trial By Fire’ video on Orion’s flight test. As the flight test of NASA’s
Orion spacecraft nears, the agency released a video detailing the spacecraft’s test and the
critical systems engineers will evaluate during the flight on December 4. http://
www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-premieres-trial-by-fire-video-on-orion-s-flight-test/
Mars Orbiter beams back images of comet's
tiny nucleus. http://news.discovery.com/space/
astronomy/nasa-mars-orbiter-beams-back-imagesof-comets-tiny-nucleus-141020.htm

Close encounters: comet Siding
Spring seen next to Mars. This is a
photo composite of the encounter of
comet Siding Spring with Mars on Ochttp://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php? tober 19, 2014. http://hubblesite.org/
newscenter/archive/releases/2014/45/
id=PIA18618
One of the largest sunspot groups in recent years is now crossing the Sun. See a
short video clip. See also the photograph on the back page of this newsletter.
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap141022.html
Finally, the New Horizons spacecraft
has a se cond target ! h ttp ://
ww w.p l an et ar y.o rg /b l og s/em il ylakdawalla/2014/10151024-finally-newh o r i z o n s - h a s - a kbo.html#.VEENXPN3hEI.email

Eye of God from Jupiter? http://hubblesite.org/
newscenter/archive/releases/2014/31/
Enjoy a 3D flight over chaotic terrain on
Mars. http://www.esa.int/spaceinvideos/
Videos/2014/10/3D_flight_over_chaotic_terrain

Butterfly death throes. A beautiful photograph, taken by the HST, of the Butterfly Nebula,
a bipolar planetary nebula in the constellation Scorpius. An ideal screen saver. http://
www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/10/Butterfly_death_throes
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IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT 2015 SKY GUIDE
AND 2015 CALENDAR - by Michael Poll
Members who attend the November 26th 2014 monthly meeting of the
Pretoria Centre will be able to collect their copies of the 2015 Sky Guide Africa South (included in their subscription) at the meeting. Those members who
also ordered and paid for calendars can collect their calendars at the same
meeting.
For those members who are not able to attend the November meeting,
normally the Sky Guide would be posted, and the calendars would be as well.
However, because of the ongoing postal strike and the resulting uncertainty of
members receiving these publications in good time the Committee has decided not to commit them to the postal service.
Bosman Olivier
Instead, members who cannot attend the No35 Kwartel Crescent
vember
meeting may collect their publications from
Rooihuiskraal
any of the persons listed here after the November
Centurion
2014
meeting:
082 8831869
Michael Poll
Fred Oosthuizen
12 Deanery Place
Unit 65 Oostvallei Retirement village
71 Lys St
Rietfontein
657 Coley Street
Garsfontein East
Tel 012 329 3914 or
SMS 074 473 4785
Tel 072 373 2865 / 012 755 4065
GPS: S 25° 47’ 50” E 28° 18’ 10”
GPS: S 25º 43’45” E 28º 12’ 55”

Pretoria ASSA - ASSA "Top 100"
Observing list - 29 October 2010
to 2nd November 2014
Name

1
2
3
4
5
7
6
8
9
10
13
12
13

No. Obs

George Dehlen
Percy Jacobs
Louis Kloke
Michael Moller
Michael Poll
Pat Kühn
Craig Kloke
Grant Thompson
Andre de la Ponte
Bosman Olivier
James Smith
Graham Low
Albie Lombard
Total

100
100
100
100
44
34
28
20
6
7
5
4
1
549

Summary of talk for Beginners Corner :
“What is a year?” to be presented by
Michael Poll on Nov 26th 2014
Well, “everyone” knows that a year is the
time taken for the Earth to go around the Sun
once, and this period is quite clearly laid out
on our annual calendars. The problem is that
the Earth does not take an exact number of
days to go around the Sun, so devising a
suitable calendar becomes problematic and
in any case there are different sorts of year this presentation looks at the differences between the Calendar Year, the Julian Year,
the Gregorian Year, the Tropical Year, the
Sidereal Year and the Anomalistic Year, and
explains why our calendars are based on the
Tropical Year.
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 26 November 2014
- by Percy Jacobs
Phases of the Moon
Dark Sky from 14th Dec to 27th Dec
First Quarter – 29th Nov – rises 11:53
Full Moon
–6th Dec – rises 18:47 & sets at 05:04
Last Quarter –14th Dec – rises 00:05 & sets at 11:56
New Moon – 22nd Dec – summer solstice

Planets
Mercury (Sagittarius) - visible from about 22nd Dec, low in evening sky in the west
Venus (Sagittarius) - shines brightly as the “Evening Star” at sunset in the west
Mars (moving through Capricornus) - seen at sunset in the west
Jupiter (Leo) - rises ~23:00 in the East
Saturn (Libra & Scorpius) - rises ~04:00 in the East morning sky
Uranus (Piscis)) & Neptune (Aquarius)) - visible in the western sky mid month early
evening

Events
Groupings
23rd to 25th Dec – Crescent Moon, Mars, Venus in the west just after sunset
28th Oct – Mars near crescent Moon in the west after sunset
Jupiter’s moons, Io & Europa, have a close shave
13th Dec 14 – 02:00 – low in the east
Europa moves in front of Io
Meteor Showers
Geminids 14th Dec peak - ~50/hr – 00:00 to 03:00 – in the NW (about 30 deg up in
the sky) – actually listed as poor due to low on the horizon

Constellations – shall be discussed in more detail at meeting
South
Phoenix - the constellations Phoenix, Grus, Pavo, Tucana, are known as the
“Southern Birds.”
Vela – “the sail”
Carina – “the ship”
Musca – “the fly”
East
Canis Major - “the dog”
Orion - “the hunter”
Gemini – “the twins”
North
Pegasus – “flying horse”
Aries – “the goat”
Taurus – “the Bull”
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One Splendid Deep Sky Object: NGC 7009, a planetary nebula
- by Magda Streicher
Planetary Nebulae are one of the most exceptional and fascinating objects to be found
hiding between the multitudes of stars in the night sky, and mostly middle weight, medium stars
in the late stage of evolution. Most planetary nebulae unfold in flimsy nebulosity around a very
hot dying star, although not all centre stars can be seen in planetary nebulae.
Some of them are visible as round cotton-wool balls, while others look like delicate butterflies. Beautiful names can be added to planetary Nebula like “The Water Lily Nebula, the Spindle
Nebula, the Walnut Nebula, the Silkworm nebula and the Cotton Candy. Pierre Mechain and
Charles Messier discovered one of these as the 27th entry in Messier’s catalogue, which later became known as ‘planetary nebulae’.
The lovely Saturn Nebula (NGC 7009), in Aquarius, located one degree west of the 4.5magnitude star Nu Aquarii, reminds one indeed of planet Saturn with an almost edge-on ring
system, and was discovered by William Herschel in September 1782. It was named “Saturn Nebula” by Lord Rosse in 1850 when he saw the extensions projected from centre. NGC 7009 is one
of the best planetary examples showing faint extensions terminated by bright ansae (handles).
According to Stephan O Meara’s book “Deep-Sky Companions” the inner nebula contains two
rings of material, probably related to different episodes of mass ejections. This may be due to the
central star processing, its rotational axis wobbling about once every 30,000 years.
My notes on several occasions indicate the Saturn Nebula as one of the most breathtaking
planetary nebulae in the night sky.
It is relatively large and increases
in brightness towards the centre.
It stands out beautifully against
the background with a multitude
of stars in the field; however, the
11.5 magnitude central star is
only visible in high power through
medium amateur telescopes. A
0III filter will also improve the
view. The spreading out of the
two thin prominent extended rays
on the west south-western and
east north-eastern sides leaves a
long life impression. The west,
south-western ray looks a fraction
brighter with care observation.
The extension-tips end in a more
condensed way, probably a ring
seeing edge-on. Also very special
is the pale blue hue that deepens
to a soft turquoise. The Saturn
Nebula reminds me of an alien
ship approaching us like a whisper in the dark of night (see my
sketch).
Until next month, take care.
Object
NGC 7009

Other
names
Saturn
Nebula

Type

RA

Dec

Mag

Size

Planetary
Nebula

21.04.2

-11o22

8.3

1.7’
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Last month, I (Pierre Lourens) put this photograph, taken at ScopeX 2014, in the
newsletter, requesting captions from members. I have received none, so I will provide one. Left to right in the photo are Johan Smit, Dave Hughes and Rainer Jacob.
Dave: “Hey! Dammit, Johan, that was a big loud fart you released when you
sat down on my lap! Phoooooof!”
Johan: “Errrr…...Errrr…..Sorry…..It was such a relief to sit down after having stood and walked for
hours, that it just burst out…..I couldn’t stop it…...He he…... he he he!”

Rainer: “Just hold your nose for a while, Dave! I’m fanning away the foul
smell with my hand!”
(I hope Johan doesn’t sue me for defamation of character!)
Feature of the month: Titan eclipsed by Rhea
- by Pierre Lourens
An exceptional image, taken by the Cassini orbiter, shows its two biggest moons:
Rhea and Titan. Titan’s diameter, at 5150 km, is 50% larger than that of Earth’s
Moon, while Rhea is somewhat smaller at 1528 km across.
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/11/Icy_rocks_around_Saturn
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Report for Observing Evening on October 17th 2014 - by Michael Poll
Up to 20 people, and 6 or 8 telescopes, plus binoculars on stands, made for an interesting
evening. Strong winds the day before had blown all the clouds away, giving a clear sky, although
the star images were a bit “soft”. As he had described at our September meeting, Nigel used the
programme on his cellphone to measure the magnitude limit of our sky and 4.5 was the magnitude of the faintest stars visible to the naked eye.
Saturn was getting low in the west, and is disappearing into the sunset (conjunction with
the Sun is on November 18th) so we had our last look for this viewing season. We noted we
noted how wide open the rings now were. We also looked at Mars, in particular with Johan’s 5”
refractor, with a view to finding Comet Siding Spring which was due to make its closest approach
to Mars on October 19th. We were not able to spot the comet, but at magnitude 11, it was always
going to be difficult to see.
Double stars lend themselves to fairly easy observing even when the sky is light polluted, and
there were quite a few available. Some old friends in Scorpius were Beta and Nu, and the wide
unrelated naked eye pair of Omega1 and Omega2. The components of Nu are further apart than
those of Beta, but the brightness difference of the Beta pair is greater. Another double in Scorpius was Sigma, which has a faint speck of a companion. Lyra, with its brightest star, Vega, was
at its highest and provided a surprise. We “always” look at Epsilon, the double-double, and try for
the second split, which Percy’s telescope showed. The surprise is that both Delta and Zeta are
also double. Zeta is the third member of the equilateral triangle comprising Zeta, Vega and Epsilon. Delta is near this group – it makes an isosceles triangle with Epsilon and Zeta. The Delta pair
is more widely separated than the Epsilon pair. While we were looking at Delta, Nigel spotted a
Baby Southern Cross asterism, but by the time we got to following it up, the constellation was too
low in the north west to revisit it.
We had a break from the double stars by searching out the globular cluster M15, in Pegasus.
This cluster can be found on a line from Theta Pegasi to Epsilon Pegasi and extended half that
distance again. This is a very pretty globular in a nice star field. Epsilon Pegasi is called “Enif”
which is Arabic for “Nose”, as the star represents the nose of winged horse, Pegasus.
Back to the doubles again – this time to Gamma Arietis, which this writer calls “The Owl’s Eyes”.
They are a close pair of white stars, of equal brightness. Later on the Andromeda Galaxy was
high enough for observation – it was quite easy to see in the telescope, although the light pollution precluded a naked eye observation.
The next observing evening is on November 21st 2014, when the Andromeda Galaxy, at least,
will be better placed for observation.

Basics: Stephan’s Quintet - by Pierre Lourens
This is a small cluster of galaxies discovered by the French astronomer
Edouard Stephan at Marseille Observatory in 1877. They are situated in the
constellation Pegasus about 280 million light years from Earth. These galaxies
are of interest because of their violent collisions. Four of the five galaxies are involved in a cosmic dance that most likely will end with the galaxies merging.
Of the five, four have nearly the same redshift (z = 0.02), but in 1961 G.
and M. Burbidge found that the fifth one, NGC7320, has a much lower redshift
(z = 0.003). Also, the Hubble Space Telescope can make out individual stars,
clusters, and nebulae quite clearly in NGC7320 and not in any of the other four
galaxies. NGC7320 is thus closer to Earth, and merely happens to be in the
same line of sight as the other four galaxies. Some astronomers now refer to
the group as Stephan’s Quartet. See image on next page.
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Stephan’s Quintet

Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Solar system
•

Vintage comet. The discovery of Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko in 1969. http://
www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2014/10/Vintage_comet

•

First Mars settlers may last only 68 days. http://www.newscientist.com/article/
mg22429915.100?cmpid=NLC%7CNSNS%7C2014-1023GLOBAL&utm_medium=NLC&utm_source=NSNS&

•

NASA spacecraft provides new information about Sun’s atmosphere. NASA'
s Interface
Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) has provided scientists with five new findings into how
the Sun’s upper atmosphere (the corona), is heated far hotter than its surface, what causes
the Sun’s constant outflow of particles called the solar wind, and what mechanisms accelerate particles that power solar flares. http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasaspacecraft-provides-new-information-about-sun-s-atmosphere/
NASA mission finds widespread evidence of young lunar volcanism. NASA’s Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has provided researchers strong evidence the moon’s volcanic activity slowed gradually instead of stopping abruptly a billion years ago.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-mission-finds-widespread-evidence-ofyoung-lunar-volcanism/

•

•

Five years in space: one satellite, three missions. ESA'
s Proba-2 celebrates five years
in orbit today. From technology demonstrator to solar observatory and now space weather
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platform. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Operations/Space_Situational_Awareness/
Five_years_in_space_one_satellite_three_missions

Spin-offs from space research
•

Eye-catching space technology restoring sight. Laser surgery to correct eyesight is
common practice, but did you know that technology developed for use in space is now commonly used to track the patient’s eye and precisely direct the laser scalpel? http://
www.esa.int /Our_Act ivit ies/ Human _Sp acefl ight/Research/ Eyecatching_space_technology_restoring_sight

Space research
•

Europe’s space ferry moves International Space Station to avoid space debris. The
International Space Station was threatened by space debris last week but ESA’s Automated
Transfer Vehicle saved the day by firing its thrusters to push the orbital outpost and its six
occupants out of harm’s way. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/ATV/
ESA_space_ferry_moves_Space_Station_to_avoid_debris

Exoplanets
•

NASA's HST maps the temperature and water vapour on an extreme exoplanet. A
team of scientists using NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope has made the most detailed
global map yet of the glow from a turbulent planet outside our solar system, revealing its secrets of air temperatures and water vapour. http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasashubble-maps-the-temperature-and-water-vapor-on-an-extreme-exoplanet/

Applications of Earth-orbiting artificial satellites
•

NASA soil moisture mapper arrives at launch site. A NASA spacecraft designed to track
Earth'
s water in one of its most important, but least recognized forms - soil moisture - now is
at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, to begin final preparations for launch in January
2015.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-soil-moisture-mapper-arrives-at-launch-site/

•

Measurement of soil moisture and ocean salinity by SMOS. http://www.esa.int/
O u r _ A c t i v i t i e s / O b s e r v i n g _ t h e _ E a r t h / S M O S /
Five_years_of_soil_moisture_ocean_salinity_and_beyond

•

Satellites for smart logging. Satellites are mapping forests, sending instructions to loggers, monitoring tree-harvesting machinery and coordinating log transport almost in real
time. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Telecommunications_Integrated_Applications/
Satellites_for_smart_logging

Extragalactic astronomy
•

•

NASA’s NuSTAR telescope discovers shockingly bright dead star. Astronomers have
found a pulsating, dead star beaming with the energy of about 10 million suns. It is located
at the center of the galaxy M82 This is the brightest pulsar – a dense stellar remnant left
over from a supernova explosion – ever recorded. The discovery was made with NASA'
s
Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array, or NuSTAR. Watch the animation also.
http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-s-nustar-telescope-discovers-shockinglybright-dead-star/
NASA’s HST finds extremely distant galaxy through cosmic magnifying glass. The
discovery was made using the lensing power of the mammoth galaxy cluster Abell 2744,
nicknamed Pandora’s Cluster, which produced three magnified images of the same, faint
galaxy - one of the farthest galaxies ever seen. Each magnified image makes the galaxy
appear 10 times larger and brighter than it would look without the zooming qualities of the
cluster. http://www.nasa.gov/press/2014/october/nasa-s-hubble-finds-extremely-distantgalaxy-through-cosmic-magnifying-glass/
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Sunspot Group AR 2192 photographed by Percy Jacobs.
See also the item “One of the largest sunspot groups in recent years is now crossing the
Sun” on NOTICE BOARD 1 elsewhere in this newsletter.

Old

Pretoria Centre committee
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Newsletter Editor
Member
Librarian and
Webmaster
Curator of Instruments
Public Relations Officer
Observing Coordinator
Treasurer and
Membership Secretary

Bosman Olivier
Pat Kühn
Tony Viljoen
Pierre Lourens
Michael Poll

082 883 1869
082 895 5686
072 247 6648
072 207 1403
074 473 4785

Danie Barnardo
Johan Smit
Fred Oosthuizen
Percy Jacobs

084 588 6668
072 806 2939
072 373 2865
082 498 4680

Michelle Ferreira

073 173 0168

newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

